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Abstract
Code reuse brings vulnerabilities in third-party library to many Internet of Things (IoT) devices, opening them to attacks such
as distributed denial of service. Program-wide binary diffing technology can help detect these vulnerabilities in IoT devices
whose source codes are not public. Considering the architectures of IoT devices may vary, we propose a data-aware program-
wide diffingmethod across architectures and optimization levels. We rely on the defined anchor functions and call relationship
to expand the comparison scope within the target file, reducing the impact of different architectures on the diffing result. To
make the diffing result more accurate, we extract the semantic features that can represent the code by data flow dependence
analysis. Earth mover distance is used to calculate the similarity of functions in two files based on semantic features. We
implemented a proof-of-concept DAPDiff and compared it with baseline BinDiff, TurboDiff and Asm2vec. Experiments
showed the availability and effectiveness of our method across optimization levels and architectures. DAPDiff outperformed
BinDiff in recall and precision by 41.4% and 9.2% on average when making diffing between standard third-party library and
the real-world firmware files. This proves that DAPDiff can be applicable for the vulnerability detection in IoT devices.

Keywords IoT vulnerability · Program-wide diffing · Feature extraction · Binary vulnerability · Data flow analysis

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT)
technology, the security of IoT devices has attracted more
attention than ever. The loose protection of IoT devices and
the long-term existence of vulnerabilities make the security
problem of Internet of Thingsmore serious. Cui et al. [1] ana-
lyze about 4million IoTdevices andfind that 540,435of them
had vulnerabilities. Many vulnerabilities in IoT devices are
critical ones. Attacks on vulnerabilities in backbone services
such as Domain Name Service(DNS) have vast implications.
Mirai attack can use a large number of online IoT devices
to implement distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks
against online services [2].

Vendors of IoT devices do not make the source code of
their firmware images publicly available,making the analysis
of IoT firmware files more difficult than that of open source
files. In addition, vendors rely heavily on general-purpose
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packages and integrate such third-party software packages
(such as OpenSSL and Busybox) in firmware images. Any
vulnerability found in the third-party software packages may
open the related devices to an attack. Furthermore, the secu-
rity analysis of firmware files faces challenges from diverse
underlying architectures. The file of IoT device can be
compiled in MIPS or ARM architecture. The traditional vul-
nerability analysis methods of X86/X64 architecture cannot
usually be directly applied to the vulnerability analysis of
files inMIPS/ARMarchitecture.A feasible and effectiveway
to detect the vulnerabilities of IoT devices is binary diffing
technology across architectures.

Given two binary files without source code, the program-
wide diffingmethod aims to discover and analyze similarities
between the functions of the two files. There are a number of
mature binary diffing tools, such as state-of-the-art Diaphora
[3], BinDiff [4] and TurboDiff [5]. Diaphora compares two
binary files according to features including function address,
function hash, etc. TurboDiff takes the checksum of basic
blocks (a straight-line sequence of code with only one
entry point and only one exit) and the number of instruc-
tions as features for comparison. These features extracted
by Diaphora and TurboDiff may vary due to slightly code
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changes (such as instruction reordering), which affects the
accuracy of diffing results. BinDiff performs graph isomor-
phism detection on function pairs between binary files, and
uses the small-primes-products (SPP) [6] to make the graph
isomorphism fast in practice. However, the method based
on small-primes-products is mainly designed to solve the
slightly code changes, such as the instruction reordering, dif-
ferent register allocation and branch inversion. For binary
files compiled in different architectures, their binary codes
change greatly. Therefore, one challenge in binary diffing
across architectures is how to make the diffing process less
affected by architecture differences. Since the extracted fea-
tures are the basis of comparison, the diffing result will be
more accurate if the extracted features can better reflect the
behavior of the code. The second challenge is to extractwhich
features to represent code. Semantic features [7,8] in form
of abstract syntax tree (AST) and control flow graph (CFG),
etc., can better represent code behavior, making them good
candidates for program diffing. With the wide application of
machine learning technology in various fields, researchers
begin to investigate the semantic feature extraction methods
based on neural network. Ding et al. [9] apply a vector repre-
sentation method by learning the latent semantic information
without preliminary knowledge ofX86 assembly code. How-
ever, thismethod can only support single-architecture diffing.

In this paper, we implement a program-wide binary diffing
method across architectures and optimization levels to solve
the above two challenges. The comparison is implemented
based on the anchor functions and the call relationship
between functions. We define similar functions in the two
comparison files as anchor functions. In the initial anchor
function selection process, unique features are used, such
as string and integer constants, which remain unchanged for
files compiled at different architectures and optimization lev-
els. Based on the anchor functions and the call relationship,
more and more functions are added to the comparison set
from which new anchor functions are selected. This step-by-
step comparison strategy is less affected by architecture and
optimization level. In addition, it can divide the complete
set of functions to be compared into multiple subsets, reduc-
ing the time complexity of diffing. To obtain more semantic
features for comparison, we propose a local-data-sensitive
feature extraction method inspired by the live variable anal-
ysis in data flow analysis technology. This method can record
the variable transfer information between functions with call
relationship. Then, comparison between functions is imple-
mented by earth mover distance (EMD) [10] based mainly
on the semantic features extracted by data flow analysis.
According to the comparison results, more anchor functions
are obtained. This process is iterated for several times to find
more anchor functions to obtain the diffing result.

We implemented a DAPDiff (data-aware program-wide
diffing) prototype and evaluated it with several experi-

ments to measure its availability and effectiveness. DAPDiff
was compared with the state-of-the-art tools Asm2vec [9],
BinDiff [4] and TurboDiff [5] across architectures and opti-
mization levels. The experimental results show that DAPDiff
performs well not only across optimization levels but also
across architectures. Among the three comparison tools,
BinDiff performed better than Asm2vec and TurboDiff.
However, DAPDiff outperformed BinDiff by 41.4% and
9.2% in recall and precision on average when making diffing
between the standard third-party library and the binary file
in real-world firmware. DAPDiff detected CVE vulnerability
in 73 files of 93 real-world firmware files, proving the effec-
tiveness of DAPDiff in the detection of vulnerability in IoT
devices.

In summary, this papermakes the following contributions:

– We proposeDAPDiff, a data-aware program-wide diffing
method for binary files in IoT devices. Our comparison
expansion strategy relies on features that are independent
from architectures, and makes use of the call relationship
between functions.

– To make the diffing result more accurate, we explore a
local-data-sensitive feature extraction method to extract
semantic features for diffing. The features extracted by
this approach are combinedwith the earthmover distance
(EMD) for comparison between functions.

– Extensive evaluations were conducted to examine the
performance of DAPDiff. DAPDiff outperformed the
state-of-the-art tools Asm2vec, BinDiff and TurboD-
iff, especially when making diffing across architectures.
Experimental results prove that DAPDiff is applicable
for the vulnerability detection in IoT devices.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents an overview of the system workflow. Section 3
introduces our anchor function selection strategy and the
expansion strategy for the comparison function set. Section 4
presents how to extract data flow features and calculate EMD
for comparison. Experiments are implemented in Sect. 5 to
demonstrate the availability, efficiency and effectiveness of
our method. The related work is discussed in Sect. 6 and the
conclusion follows in Sect. 7.

2 SystemOverview

The program-wide binary diffing is to find the correspond-
ing similar functions in the two binary files to be compared.
We define similar functions in the two comparison files as
anchor functions. Ourmethod aims to findmore anchor func-
tions gradually according to the determined ones, and the
system workflow is shown in Fig. 1. Initial anchor function
selection is the first step of binary diffing. Unique features,
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Fig. 1 System workflow

such as string constants and integer constants, are used to
determine the initial anchor functions. Candidate functions
refer to functions that have a call relationship with anchor
functions. We group candidate functions that have the call
relationship with the same anchor function into one compari-
son function subset. Then, new anchor functions are obtained
by comparing the functions in the comparison function sub-
set of two files. This comparison process relies on features
extracted based on variable-liveness analysis technology and
similarity result calculated by earth mover distance (EMD).
To extract the semantic features of candidate functions,
we explore a local-data-sensitive feature extraction method.
After the feature extraction of the candidate functions, the
earth mover distance (EMD) is applied to obtain the corre-
sponding relationship between the candidate functions in the
two comparison files, obtaining new anchor functions. The

selection of anchor function and candidate function iterates
continuously until the termination condition is reached.

3 Initial Anchor Function Selection and
Expansion of Comparison Function Set

3.1 Initial Anchor Function Selection

To obtain the corresponding relationship between the func-
tions in the two comparison files, we first need to find the
comparison basis. This paper presents an anchor function-
based comparison method. We define the anchor function in
Definition 1.

Definition 1 Given two comparison files F containing func-
tions { f1, f2, ..., fm} and F’ containing functions { f ′

1, f
′
2, ...,

f ′
n}, function f in file F and f ′ in file F’ are defined as

anchor functions if f and f ′ are proved to be similar where
f ∈ { f1, f2, ..., fm} and f ′ ∈ { f ′

1, f
′
2, ..., f

′
n}.

For the two binary files to be compared, the selection of
initial anchor function is critical for later comparison.The ini-
tial anchor function selection process depends on the features
that are unique and easy to compare. The string constants ref-
erencedby functions are relatively unique andwill not change
according to different optimization levels and architectures.
We study the functions with string constants in binary files
andfind that these functions account formore than 15%of the
total functions, making string constant a feasible candidate
feature for initial anchor function selection. However, some
functions share the same string constant, such as the func-
tion sendping_tail and echo_main in OpenSSL library.
Therefore, it is not enough to only take the string constant
feature as the unique feature when selecting the anchor func-
tion. It is found the largest frequency of integer constant of
sendping_tail and echo_main is 6 and 14, respectively. As
a result, the frequency of integer constants also helps to dis-
tinguish different functions. In this paper, we consider three
kinds of features when selecting the initial anchor functions,
which are string constant, largest frequency of integer con-
stant and the number of function parameters. Using these
three kinds of features, we obtain the anchor function set
containing the initial anchor functions.

The subsequent anchor function selection is different from
the initial anchor function selection procedure. New anchor
functions are added by calculating the EMD, which will be
discussed in detail in Sect. 4.

3.2 Expansion Procedure of Comparison Function
Set

The expansion procedure of the comparison function set
begins with anchor functions. We add the functions that have
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Fig. 2 The expansion procedure of comparison function set

call relationships with the anchor functions to the compar-
ison function set. Then, new anchor functions are selected
from the comparison function set. This process iterates until
most functions are covered and compared. The selection of
new anchor functions from comparison function set is dis-
cussed in detail in Sect. 4.3. In this section, we investigate
the availability of comparison function expansion procedure
based on the function call graph.

A function call graph [11,12] is a directed graph (andmore
specifically a flow graph [13]) that represents call relation-
ships between functions in a computer program. Specifically,
each node of the function call graph represents a function,
and each edge (f,g) indicates the call relationship between
function f and function g.

Figure 2 shows an example of a comparison function set
expansion process based on a partial function call graph. In
the function call graph, function node C has been selected as
the anchor node. We use the function call graph to explore
new comparison functions having call relationship with node
C. After two iterations, node A can be added to the compar-
ison function set and become a new anchor function. Nodes
D to G are then added to the comparison function set in the
next iteration.

The function expansion procedure benefits from the scale-
free property [14] of the function call graph. Like traffic
network and Internet, function call graph is a scale-free net-
work [15]. That is, most nodes have fewer edges with others,
while a few nodes connect with many other ones (with large
degree). During the comparison expansion procedure, the
earlier the function nodes with large degree are grouped into
the comparison function set, the fewer iterations are required
to cover most functions. Anchor function accounts for a rela-
tively large proportionof thewhole function set,whichmakes
the anchor function set more likely to contain function nodes
with large degrees. If the anchor function has higher degree,
there will be more functions added into the comparison set.
As the example shown in Fig. 2, anchor function B has more
opportunities to find a new candidate function with large

degrees, namely A. After selecting node A as the anchor
function, nodes D to G can be grouped into the comparison
function set. The expansion from node A can cover more
function nodes, reducing the number of subsequent itera-
tions. The scale-free property of function call graph can help
cover most functions by adding them into the comparison
function set in limited iterations.

4 Feature Extraction and EMD Calculation

As described in the previous section, the comparison func-
tion set contains functions that have call relationshipswith the
anchor functions. The functions in the comparison function
set can be selected as new anchor functions, so we call these
functions candidate functions. We select new anchor func-
tions from the candidate functions through feature extraction
and EMD-based comparison.

4.1 Local-Data-Sensitive Feature Extraction

The features that can represent the function are the basis for
findingnewanchor functions by comparison. Inspiredbydata
flow analysis, we implement a local-data-sensitive feature
extraction method to obtain finer data dependencies between
functions with call relationships. We focus on the variable
liveness information in instructions from the caller function
A to the function B called by A. Different from previous data
flow dependency analysis method in basic block granular-
ity, this extraction method works in instruction granularity,
which is finer. The local-data-sensitive feature extraction
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Local-data-sensitive feature extraction algo-
rithm.
Require: function B, function A that calls B
1: path=shortest_path(addr(A.entry),addr(call B)).reverse
2: for instruction i in path do
3: I N [i] = Fi (OUT [i])
4: Fi (x) = USE(i) ∪ (x − DEFS(i))
5: end for
6: for instruction j ∈ Prev(call B) do
7: for variable r in U SE[ j] do
8: if r in I N [B] ∩ OUT (NEXT (A.entr y)): then
9: vector [r ] = 1
10: else
11: vector [r ] = 0
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for

The algorithm takes function B and its caller function A
as input. To reduce the analysis overhead, we only analyze
instructions from the function A entry address to the address
of call B in A. However, there may be multiple paths from
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the entry of A to call B instruction. We choose the shortest
path of the multiple paths (line 1). For instructions in this
path, backward variable liveness analysis is applied to get the
definition_use chain [16] (lines 2–5). Here, DEFS(i) denotes
to the set of variables that are defined in instruction i and
not used before instruction i . USE(i) records variables used
in instruction i . We analyze the instructions in the entry of
function A, denoted as NEXT(A.entry), and the instructions
before the instruction of call B(X86 architecture) which is
Prev(call B).Variables used in instruction set of Prev(call B)
are judged whether they are defined in the NEXT(A.entry).
If they are defined in NEXT(A.entry), the relevant value is 1,
otherwise it is 0 (lines 6–14). Considering the binary analysis
process is implemented without source code, the local-aware
variable liveness analysis algorithm is implemented on the
intermediate language (IL). Therefore, the variables in the
algorithm are the related register values in the IL. We select
IL registers and form the vector representing the liveness of
variable in related instructions.

4.2 Extraction of Other Features

In addition to data flow features extracted through variable
liveness analysis, we choose some lightweight semantic fea-
tures. The out-degree and in-degree of each function node in
the function call graph reflect the call relationship between
functions, so they are added to the feature vector. Other fea-
tures added include parameter number, return type and the
number of API functions. These features are normalized to
numbers and added to the feature vector.

4.3 Selection of New Anchor Functions

To select new anchor functions from comparison function
set, we apply the earth mover distance (EMD) to make
comparison based on the features extracted instead of the
common-used graph edit distance method [17]. Earth mover
distance is proposed by Rubner et al. [10] to measure the
distance between two probability distributions in a specific
area. It has been applied in the field of natural language
processing (NLP) and Kusner et al. [18] proposed the word
movement distance (WMD) to calculate the distance among
documents. The structure of paragraph in natural languages
is somewhat like that of binary code. Therefore, in this sec-
tion, we apply the EMD to obtain the relaxed one-to-one
mapping relationship between the function nodes in the com-
parison function set. To adapt to the generated feature vector,
we make some modifications to EMD by replacing the dis-
tributed ground distance with cosine distance. Then, the flow
matrix is obtained according to the distance between function
nodes, which reflects the relaxed one-to-one mapping rela-
tionship between functions in candidate function set. The
relaxed one-to-one mapping relationship means that there

is probability that not all the nodes have strictly one-to-one
relationships. This is because for the functions in the can-
didate function subset, there may be some functions which
have close feature vector values, making the some one-to-
one mapping relationship not precise sometimes. However,
inmost cases, the features of functions in candidate subset are
not close, guaranteeing that the overall performance is rela-
tively good. Functions with one-to-one mapping relationship
are taken as new anchor functions.

After new anchor functions are selected, the calling func-
tions of new anchor functions will be obtained, which is used
to start a new iteration. The coverage rate of comparison func-
tion is high within limited iterations due to the scale-free
property of function call graph (Sect. 3.2).

5 Evaluation

We implemented a proof-of-concept DAPDiff (data-aware
program-wide diffing). To evaluate whether DAPDiff can
make the program-wide diffing effectively across multiple
optimization levels and different architectures, wewould like
to answer the following three research questions:

– RQ1 : Availabili t y. Is the expansion method based on
comparison function set feasible?

– RQ2 : Efficiency and Effectiveness. Can DAPDiff per-
form well across optimization levels and architectures
with acceptable time overhead?

– RQ3 : Proportion of Anchor Functions.Anchor func-
tions play an important part in the expansion of compar-
ison function set and influence the diffing result. Can we
achieve a relatively high proportion of anchor functions
in limited iterations?

In the experiment, we compiled Busybox, OpenSSL and
Coreutils in different architectures (ARM/MIPS/ X86/X64)
and optimization levels (O0-O3) like [19–21], taking the
compiled binary files as our analysis target. In addition, real-
world firmware files fromGenius dataset [22]were also used,
which contain third-party library. To verify the effectiveness
of DAPDiff, we compared DAPDiff with the state-of-the-art
tools Asm2Vec [9], BinDiff and TurboDiff.

5.1 Availability of the ExpansionMethod Based on
Function Call Graph(RQ1)

To testify the availability of the anchor-function-based
expansionmethod,we selected thefile in real-world firmware
R4500 [22] for analysis. Function call graph is the expansion
basis, so it is needed to firstly discuss the scale-free property
of function call graph. Then, the coverage of comparison
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functions is addressed to testify the result of call-graph-based
expansion method.

Scale-free property of function call graph. We constructed
the function call graph of R4500 and recorded both the in-
degree and out-degree of each function node in the function
call graph. The cumulative distribution of degree is shown in
Fig. 3, demonstrating that both the in-degree and out-degree
distributions are in accordance with the power law distri-
bution [14,23]. Meanwhile, we recorded the distribution of
in-degree and out-degree in Fig. 4. The number of function
nodes in R4500 with in-degree more than 4 is 111, account-
ing for 19.9% of the 559 functions. The proportion of nodes
with out-degree greater than 4 is 22.4%. The maximum in-
degree and out-degree are 106 and 88, while more than 77%
of nodes have in-degree or out-degree less than 4. Thismeans
the connection between function nodes in function call graph
has uneven distribution. In the function call graph, nodeswith
higher in-degree or out-degree values account for a small
proportion of the total nodes. However, these nodes connect
more other function nodes, making them key hubs. So the
earlier such kinds of nodes are selected as anchor functions,
the fewer iterations are required.

Coverage of functions based on function call graph. The
diffing process starts with the initial anchor function. Using
call relationship, more and more functions are added to the
comparison function set from where new anchor functions
are selected. Here, we are not concerned with the generation
of new anchor functions according to our expansion strategy
which will be discussed in Sect. 5.4, but with the coverage
of comparison function set during iterations. For binary file
in R4500, Fig. 5 is actually a reconstruction of the function
call graph based on initial anchor functions. In the graph of
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Fig. 3 Cumulative node degree distribution of R4500
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Fig. 4 Degree distribution of R4500

Fig. 5, only function nodes that have a direct or indirect call
relationship with anchor functions have edges. Initial anchor
function nodes are colored red. Other function nodes are col-
ored differently according to the path length between them
and the initial function nodes. The number of initial anchor
functionnodes inR4500 is 154, accounting for 27.55percent-
age of all 559 functions. During the first round of function
call relationship analysis, the number of newly covered nodes
(having direct call relationship with initial anchor functions)
is 184, increasing the coverage ratio to 60.5%.

In addition, there are some red nodes without edges in
Fig. 5, meaning that these functions are initial anchor func-
tions, but they do not have call relationships with other
functions, such as function SSL_get_version. Furthermore,
the nodes colored blue do not have edges, which means that
they have no direct or indirect call relationship with the ini-
tial anchor functions. As a matter of fact, we later analyzed
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Fig. 5 Function nodes covered by function call graph in R4500

these functions and found that they usually have no call rela-
tionship with any other functions in the function call graph.
We call them orphan functions. For example, the function
ssl3_alert_code is one of the orphan functions. The per-
centage of orphan nodes in R4500 is 17.2%. However, these
orphan functions can be grouped into a separate comparison
subset, and we can still extract features and compare them to
based on EMD find new anchor functions (Sect. 5.4).

5.2 Analysis Efficiency (RQ2)

To testify the feasibility of the DAPDiff method, the time
overhead should be discussed. The time cost of diffing is
mainly related to three procedures, that is data flow-based
feature extraction, statistical feature generation and the EMD
calculation.

Data flow-based feature extraction time overhead. For func-
tion pair containing function A and function B called by A,
data flow-based feature extraction time overhead refers to
the time required to generate liveness-variable-related fea-
ture vector between A and B. We analyzed and recorded the
variable liveness analysis (including vectorization) time of
all function pairs with call relationship. The time cost of all
function pairs in real-world firmware DAP-2360 is shown in
Fig. 6. The maximum time cost of function pair analysis is
62.5 s. However, for most function pairs, the time overhead is
less than 5 s and the average time cost is 9.63 s. In the actual
analysis procedure, we only make data dependence analysis
between anchor functions and functions that have call rela-
tionship with them, rather than all function pairs with call

Fig. 6 Liveness variable analysis time of DAP-2360

relationship in binary file. In this way, we can significantly
reduce the analysis overhead. This analysis strategy based
on partial function pairs makes our data flow-based method
relatively lightweight. The data flow analysis time cost of
all the function pairs is 99.5 minutes. However, when mak-
ing diffing between DAP-2360 and binary files compiled by
OpenSSL, the actual time cost can be reduced to 16 minutes,
which is relatively acceptable.

Statistical feature generation time. In addition to the data
flow feature, we also select other features that we call statis-
tical features, such as in-degree, out-degree and number of
called API functions. We extracted these statistical feature
by writing IDA plugin and recorded the time cost. Figure 7
shows the statistical feature extraction time cost of functions
in OpenSSL binaries compiled in different architectures. The
median line time of ARM/MIPS/X64/X86 architectures is
3.046e-6, 2.99e-6, 3.02e-6 and 3.0e-6 s, respectively. The
maximum time cost is 2.5e-4 s. The time cost of statistical
features generation is much less than that of data flow anal-
ysis.

EMD calculation time. We recorded the EMD calculation
time cost when comparing the standard third-party library
with the real-world firmware containing the library. We
selected theOpenSSL library v1.0.1f and thefirmwarefiles of
DIR-655 and R4500 containing the OpenSSL library, mak-
ing diffing to record the EMD calculation time cost. The
EMD calculation time cost when making diffing between
DIR-655 and OpenSSL is shown in Fig. 8a, with 0.058 s
as the maximum value and 0.007 s as the median line value.
Figure 8b shows the corresponding time cost between R4500
and OpenSSL. The calculation time is less than 0.045 s and
median line time is 0.008 s. EMD calculation time is also
much less than data flow analysis time.
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Fig. 7 Statistical feature extraction time of OpenSSL compiled in dif-
ferent architectures

(a) EMD calculation time in diffing DIR655 and
OpenSSL.

(b) EMD calculation time in diffing R4500 and
OpenSSL.

Fig. 8 EMD calculation time

The time cost of statistical feature extraction and EMD
calculation is much less than that of data flow analysis. This
is mainly because the variable liveness analysis procedure is
implemented in instruction granularity which is much finer
than other methods. Considering the time overhead caused
by finer granularity, we make optimizations such as focusing
on the variable within a limited number of instructions. In
addition, we only apply data flow analysis to calling function
pairs that contain anchor functions to improve efficiency.

5.3 Effectiveness (RQ2)

We evaluated the effectiveness of DAPDiff when making
diffing between files compiled in different optimization lev-
els and architectures. DAPDiff is compared with BinDiff,
TurboDiff and Asm2vec by using precision and recall met-
rics [19–21]. To define the metrics of precision and recall,
we use G to represent the ground truth information, which is
the set of actually matched function pairs in the two binary
files. The matched function pairs found by our method form
a set represented by D, while unmatched function pairs form
a set U . The three kinds of sets can be represented by Equa-
tion 1-3.

G = (g1, g
′
1), (g2, g

′
2), ...(gs, g

′
s) (1)

D = (d1, d
′
1), (d2, d

′
2), ...(dn, d

′
n) (2)

U = (u1, u
′
1), (u2, u

′
2), ...(ut , u

′
t ) (3)

Then, D ∩ G is the set of correctly matched function pairs,
and elements in U −U ∩G refer to the unmatched function
pairs detected by our method. Precision indicates the ratio of
the correctly matched function pair number to the number of
detectedmatched pairs. It is represented inEquation 4. Recall
is the ratio of the correctly matched function pair number to
the number of all correctly classified pairs shown in Equation
5.

Precision = ||D ∩ G||
||D|| (4)

Recall = ||D ∩ G||
||D ∩ G +U −U ∩ G|| (5)

To verity the effectiveness of DAPDiff compared with the
other tools, we designed two scenarios: one is tomake diffing
between files compiled at different optimization levels and
the other is tomakediffingbetweenfiles compiled in different
architectures.

Binary diffing across optimization levels. During the pro-
cedure of diffing across optimization levels, we compared
the performance between DAPDiff and state-of-the-art tools
including Asm2vec, BinDiff and TurboDiff. We compiled
Coreutils(v5.93),Busybox(v1.27.2) andOpenSSL(1.0.1h) in
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Table 1 Recall and precision in
different optimization levels

Recall/Precision

Asm2vec BinDiff TurboDiff DAPDiff

Coreutils V5.93O0-O3 0.418/0.98 0.828/0.967 0.317/0.917 0.918/0.986

V5.93 O1-O3 0.582/0.985 0.858/0.988 0.32/0.887 0.840/0.987

V5.93 O2-O3 0.629/0.992 0.884/0.99 0.316/0.961 0.814/0.9836

Average 0.543/0.986 0.856/0.982 0.318/0.922 0.857/0.985

Busybox 1.27.2 O0-O3 0.571/0.986 0.76/0.989 0.309/0.97 0.754/0.995

1.27.2 O1-O3 0.638/0.99 0.96/0.983 0381/0.967 0.942/0.991

1.27.2 O2-O3 0.677/0.987 0.983/0.992 0.427/0.974 0.972/0.989

Average 0.629/0.988 0.901/0.988 0.372/0.97 0.889/0.992

OpenSSL 1.0.1h O0-O3 0.571/0.992 0.848/0.995 0.246/0.935 0.794/0.989

1.0.1h O1-O3 0.644/0.991 0.917/0.991 0.232/0.942 0.781/0.989

1.0.1h O2-O3 0.665/0.992 0.90/0.991 0.290/0.856 0.784/0.985

Average 0.627/0.992 0.89/0.992 0.256/0.911 0.786/0.988

O0-O3 optimization levels and recorded the recall/precision
results in Table 1.

Among the three tools Asm2vec, BinDiff and TurboD-
iff, BinDiff performed better than the other two tools in both
recall and precision. However, the precision of the three tools
is close. For example, the average diffing precision of Core-
utils is 0.986, 0.982 and 0.922 for Asm2vec, BinDiff and
TurboDiff, respectively, while the average recall value of the
three tools was different. The average recall rate of Asm2vec
is 0.543 and TurboDiff is 0.318. BinDiff, on the other hand,
has an average recall of 0.856, which is higher than the
other two tools. Higher precision and relatively lower recall
relate to a higher false negative rate, meaning that a num-
ber of similar functions were not detected. When it comes
to the comparison of BinDiff and DAPDiff, the precision
and recall of Coreutils and Busybox are close. However, the
recall of DAPDiff is lower than BinDiff when make diffing
on OpenSSL binaries. This is mainly because that the orphan
function ratio of OpenSSL is higher than that of Busybox
and Coreutils, which affects the results of the anchor-based
diffing method applied by DAPDiff. However, the orphan
function ratio of real-world firmware files is not as high as
that of standard third-party libraries, and the diffing results
on firmware files discussed in the next paragraph are better
than those on standard library files.

Binary diffing across architectures. To verify the effective-
ness of DAPDiff across different architectures, we chose
real-world firmware and the standard library as our diffing
target. This diffing process actually deals with the compar-
ison across versions, optimization levels and architectures
because we usually do not know the version or optimiza-
tion levels of the library file used in real-world firmware.
Considering that Asm2vec can only make diffing in single
architecture, we compared the performance of BinDiff, Tur-

boDiff and DAPDiff. Real-world firmware files are obtained
from DCS-1100, DIR 855L, DAP-2590 and DIR-636. DCS-
1100 and DIR 855L contain OpenSSL library while DAP-
2590 and DIR-636 contain Busybox. The diffing was made
between the firmware files and the standard OpenSSL and
Busybox libraries compiled in X86/MIPS/ARM architec-
tures. Recall and precision values are listed in Table 2.
TurboDiff had high precision and low recall value, meaning
it makes wrong judgements on a number of similar func-
tions. Although the performance of BinDiff was comparable
to that of DAPDiff, and sometimes even better in the scenario
of making diffing across optimization levels, DAPDiff out-
performedBinDiff whenmaking diffing across architectures.
The average recall and precision of DAPDiff are 0.943 and
0.96, which are 41.4% and 9.2% higher than that of BinDiff.
BinDiff uses small-primes-products method, relying on the
basic blocks and edges of CFG. However, these features vary
in the files compiled in different architectures. On the other
hand, the features and call relationship used by DAPDiff
are less affected by different architectures. Furthermore, the
performance of DAPDiff in the real-world firmware diffing
is better than that across optimization levels due to fewer
orphan functions. The diffing across optimization levels is
made on the standard third-party library, which contains all
the functional modules. However, when vendors apply the
third-party library to their firmware, due to the limitation of
memory, they usually delete all the unnecessary codes includ-
ingmany orphan functions, resulting in a better performance.

5.4 Relationship Between Anchor Function Ratio
and Iterations (RQ3)

The anchor function selection process will iterate for several
times to find more functions to compare, from which new
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Table 2 Recall and precision of
diffing across architectures

Recall/precision

BinDiff TurboDiff DAPDiff

OpenSSL_X86 vs DCS-1100 0.715/0.917 0.077/0.709 0.908/0.952

OpenSSL_ARM vs DCS-1100 0.737/0.685 0.151/0.776 0.867/0.979

OpenSSL_MIPS vs DCS-1100 0.726/0.942 0.137/0.922 0.92/0.963

OpenSSL_X86 vs DIR-855L 1.01 0.738/0.721 0.084/0.845 0.964/0.985

OpenSSL_ARM vs DIR-855L 1.01 0.444/0.604 0.11/0.847 0.944/0.943

OpenSSL_MIPS vs DIR-855L 1.01 0.854/0.949 0.094/0.889 0.973/0.973

Busybox_X86 vs DAP-2590 0.482/0.898 0.144/0.857 0.98/0.955

Busybox_ARM vs DAP-2590 0.48/0.962 0.192/0.819 0.969/0.948

Busybox_MIPS vs DAP-2590 0.498/0.936 0.191/0.902 0.952/0.936

Busybox_X86 vs DIR-636 0.787/0.979 0.39/0.982 0.928/0.97

Busybox_ARM vs DIR-636 0.767/0.970 0.354/0.952 0.947/0.972

Busybox_MIPS vs DIR-636 0.777/0.981 0.381/0.949 0.967/0.944

Average 0.667/0.879 0.192/0.87 0.943/0.96

anchor functions can be found. Due to the scale-free prop-
erty of function call graph, most functions can be added to
the comparison function set in limited iterations. However,
the diffing result relies on the number of anchor functions
found. In this section, we hope to explore how many itera-
tions should bemade to cover a high ratio of anchor functions
and answer the question RQ3.

The anchor function ratio is the ratio of the anchor func-
tion number to the total function number in the binary
files. The diffing was made between functions in standard
third-party library and the real-world firmware files. We
took DCS-1100 firmware containing OpenSSL and DAP-
2590 firmware containing Busybox library as the diffing
target. The file in DCS-1100 firmware was made diffing with
OpenSSL v1.0.1f binary compiled in ARM/MIPS/X86/X64
architectures.DAP-2590was comparedwithBusybox 1.27.2
binaries compiled in the above four architectures. The new
anchor functions selection process was iterated four times.
However, there are a number of orphan functions which have
no call relationship with other functions, like the blue node
shown in Fig. 5. After four iterations, we grouped all orphan
nodes into one comparison subset, making feature extraction
and EMD calculation like the new anchor function selection
process. In this way, the anchor functions were selected from
the orphan functions.

Figure 9a and b shows the anchor function ratio of
firmware DCS-1100 and DAP-2590 when making diffing
between them and the corresponding third-party library dur-
ing different iterations. The first thing we need to mention
is that although the anchor function ratio of each iteration
is different for the four architectures, the difference is very
small. This proves that both the anchor selection and the
feature extraction strategies are not affected too much by
the architecture. It can also be observed that the growth rate

of anchor function becomes slower as the number of itera-
tions increases. This is mainly because the anchor function
is selected from comparison function set. However, as the
number of iterations increases, many functions have been
compared, resulting in fewer and fewer functions added to
the comparison function set. After four iterations, we com-
pared orphan functions using the same feature extraction and
EMD calculation method to select anchor functions from
orphan functions. This method is proved to be effective,
increasing the average anchor function ratio to more than
90%.

Furthermore, we applied the diffing method to the vulner-
ability detection in the third-party library used by real-world
firmware. It was found that of the chosen 93 real-world
firmware files, 73 files were affected by CVE-2015-0204,
indicating that this method can be applied to help detect vul-
nerabilities in IoT devices.

6 RelatedWork

Comparedwith the relativelymature open-sourced code diff-
ing technology [24–30], binary diffing analysis method faces
code optimization problems such as function inlining, redun-
dancy elimination, instruction reordering and conversion in
the compilation process. These problems make binary diff-
ing more difficult than open-sourced files. However, many
commercial software and files used in some fields (such
as Internet of things devices) are not open-sourced, mak-
ing binary diffing necessary and appropriate for vulnerability
detection.

Researchers investigate the semantic equivalence of code
by graph comparison [31], symbolic execution and theorem
proving [32,33]. However, graph isomorphism is a NP-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Anchor function ratio of real-world firmware

complete problem, leading to low efficiency, and the method
based on theorem proving is not scalable. Later researches
use the execution trace [34–37] or code signature [38] to
measure the similarity of functions in binary files. However,
they either have low coverage or are not robust to changes
brought about by compiler optimization.

With the development of machine learning, especially
deep learning, researchers begin to apply machine learn-
ing methods to binary diffing. Graph embedding [39–42]
and graph neural network [43–45] models are applied to
extract features to represent binary code. Genius [22] is one
of the most outstanding solutions that transform the ACFG
(attribute control flow graph) into feature vector to represent
the functions and measure the similarity by bipartite graph
matching algorithm. Gemini [46] relies on deep neural net-
work to embed the ACFG graph of Genius into a matrix. The
features extracted by Gemini and Genius are statistical, con-

taining limited semantics. Vulseeker [47] generates labeled
semantic flow graph(LSFG) to represent code feature. Red-
mond et al. [48] convert the binary code to intermediate
language and record the input/output as signature for com-
parison across architectures. Zhang et al. [49] andWang et al.
[50] focus on the changes between patched and unpatched
code and make similarity comparison of code snippet. Yu
et al. [51] adopt the convolutional neural network to extract
the order information as well as semantic information. They
make diffing between source-code and binary code combin-
ing deep pyramid convolutional neural network (DPCNN)
with graph neural network (GNN) [52]. There are also local
preferencemethods tomake binary function diffing.Kam1n0
[53] combines the subgraph matching and adaptive LSH to
detect the code clone. Li et al. [54] propose a topology-aware
hashing method by extracting graph signature of CFG as the
comparison basis. Duan et al. [55] implement DEEPBIN-
DIFFwhich combines theNLP(natural language processing)
andTADWalgorithm (Text-associatedDeepWalk algorithm)
[56] to obtain the semantic cross-function dependency fea-
ture. However, DEEPBINDIFF applies random walk in
ICFGs (inter-procedural CFGs), which is relatively time-
consuming. Besides, it only supports diffing in a single
architecture.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a data-aware program-wide diffing method is
proposed to compare the binary files across architectures and
optimization levels. Using the anchor functions and call rela-
tionship, this method expands the diffing scope step by step.
To obtain more accurate diffing results, we extract semantic
features by variable liveness analysis, andmake comparisons
using the extracted features and the modified EMD calcula-
tion method. Experiments show that our DAPDiff prototype
performs well when making diffing across architecture and
optimization levels, which proves that it is available for the
vulnerability detection on IoT devices. This method can also
be combined with other feature extraction and similarity cal-
culation methods, such as those based on machine learning
technology. However, there are improvements for the meth-
ods proposed in this paper. The accuracy of diffing results
rely on the features extracted before the calculation of EMD.
Currently, the features extractedmainly include the data-flow
related variable liveness and the simple statistical ones such
as in-degree and out-degree. These features guarantee a rela-
tively stable and promising diffing precision and recall value.
However, due to the inherent limitation of static method, fea-
tures extracted cannot fully represent the behavior of binary
code. In future work, we will explore ways to extract the
dynamic execution related features that can represent code
behavior more thoroughly, such as the relationship between
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input and output values [47], and combine the feature extrac-
tion method with neural network model which can extract
more semantic features that can represent the binary code
[46,47].
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